Make sure to use
beauty products correctly!
What do I need to know?

i-like is:
Help to self-help

The philosophy behind regeneration is based on
three pillars: clean, nourish, and balance. i-like
cosmetics work as a system and are coordinated.
1. Clean your skin using the foam.
2. Nourish the skin with day & night cream.
3. Regenerate your skin with vital serum, the
mask, and the repair serum if your skin is irritated. The PiFu tea is the perfect accompaniment.

i-like cosmetics products are:

i-like cosmetics products are:

• Harmonises the skin reflex zones

Swiss High Bioresonance
activated
Quality

Yin-Yang
Balance

In addition, our products are Emoto-certified, vegan, gluten-free, and tested by dermatologists.
Curious? Discover our personal care products
and learn many more information and application
tips in our fantastic beauty catalogue.

• Enabled by the latest Swiss Bioresonance technology
• Balanced by the Five Basic Element
in Yin and Yang
• Highly effective, firming and nourishing ingredients
• Extraordinary agents combined with
the latest technology and traditional
wisdom
• Swiss High Quality
•

Benefit from other i-like bio-resonance products
like our electro-smog converter, bio-resonance
bamboo detox pads, and many other valuable
helps for everyday life!

i-like - „Help to self-help!“ the specialist for metaphysics and resonance effects
i-like Metaphysik GmbH, GBR-Zentrum, CH-9445 Rebstein, i-like.net

My conseiller:

Conclusion: Find your skin balance, to enhance
your overall Beauty

BIORESONANCE BEAUTY AND
WELL-BEING

Well-being, beauty
and good energy :

True beauty comes
from within!
The combination of the latest Swiss Bioresonance
technology, values of Asian
regeneration philosophy and
phyto-healing and Western,
modern science have created products that are unique
worldwide.
High quality, purity and naturalness are equally important for all ingredients used.
All cosmetic ingredients are
balanced according to the
basic principle of the five-element teaching in Yin-Yang.
The latest findings of cosmetic research are taken into
account in the same way, in
accordance with decades of
traditional recipes and wisdom.

Bioresonance helps to reconcile the body with its tasks
of nature and its health. In
particulate, Bioresonance recognises and promotes the
self-repair ability of the skin.
Self-regulation is significantly increased through use of
i-like beauty and personal
care that activate Bioresonance. The skin can regenerate and the radiant power is
significantly increased.
BEAUTIFUL IS ANYTHING
THAT YOU LOOK AT
WITH LOVE.
Christian Otto
Josef Wolfgang Morgenstern 1871-1914

Active Repair Serum

Active Repair Serum promotes the regeneration of your
skin cells. It also helps regulate skin irritation. New cells
are revitalised and help problem areas achieve a harmonious state based on the underlying principle of self-regulation. We recommend using Pifu tea along with the Active
Repair Serum.

Hyaluron Vital Serum

Hyaluronic acid is considered a true miracle in the field
of beauty. Long-chain hyaluronic acid provides a large
amount of moisture and can penetrate deep into the skin
sub layers. Thus a pad is formed. The skin looks firmer
and more vital.The sustained positive effect on wrinkles
and reduction in wrinkles formation leaves no wish unfulfilled.

FeelGood mask

The moisturising formula gives a radiant, smooth facial
skin. Plant stem cells can activate the self-regeneration
of skin cells. The self-decomposition of the skin is slowed
down and thus counteracts skin ageing. The result is a
new, finer skin structure.

Moisturising Day Cream

The skin is intensely moisturised.The valuable ingredients
contribute significantly to a balanced and even skin texture and help protect the skin from external influences.
Discover the care, protection and moisture that radiate
through your facial skin. Bioresonance care for your face
so that you can enjoy minute of your day.

Regenerating Night Cream

Night is the building and recovery time of the body. The
unique i-like bio-resonance technology in the night cream
activates cell regeneration and boosts skin regeneration.
In this way, the structure of the skin can be actively supported and the facial reflex zones optimally balanced. The
result is seen in the recovered and regenerated facial skin
in the morning. Think of night as a skin wellness time with
the i-like regeneration night cream.

«HUMAN IS A BEING OF BODY, SOUL AND SPIRIT
-THEREFORE IT IS OUR RESPONSIBILITY TO TAKE
CARE OF OUR HOLISTIC BEAUTY AND HEALTH.»
(DR. ALFRED GRUBER)

Cleansing foam

The delicate foam cleanses particularly mildly yet effectively. It also removes makeup, cosmetics and moisturises naturally. In addition, it nourishes the skin, acts as
a moisturising agent and keeps it in a healthy balance.
Skin repair properties have a calming effect even with
irritated skin.

PiFu-Tea

The Pifu-tea blend is a master formula. Pifu means
„skin“. The skin is classified in the metal element and
from the point of view of Chinese medicine it is in symbiosis with the lung and the colon. Without medicinal tea,
the regenerative efficacy can be felt and is visible from
the inside to the outside, after a period of regular intake.
Drink at one liter of Pifu tea a day and enjoy the beautiful
sense of well-being that arises from within.

